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The Power of Audio Advertising:
A Field Experiment on Pandora Internet Radio

D A V I D  R E I L E Y  A N D  Z H E N  Z H U



Pandora is the largest streaming music service 
in the USA.

• Launched 2005.  Currently US-
only.
• Tell us an artist or a song you 

like; we will create a station 
based on it.
• Thumb songs up or down to 

help us improve our 
recommendations for you.
• Ad-supported, mainly with 

audio ads between songs.



Pandora has three tiers of service.

• This experiment: ads for Pandora Plus.



Observational measurement, while 
common, leads to incorrect 
measures of ad effectiveness.
• Lewis and Reiley (2014)

� Yahoo display advertising experiment

� Difficult to detect economically significant effects; low power even with 
a million subjects randomized into treatment and control

� Observational method gives results 3x as large and with the wrong sign

• Johnson, Lewis, and Reiley (2016)
� Yahoo statistical power improved with placebo ads

• Blake, Nosko, and Tadelis (2015)
� eBay experiment on Google search advertising

� Standard attribution model vastly overestimates effects of ads for eBay

• Gordon et al. (2018)
� Facebook experiments

� Wide variety of observational techniques fail to recover the truth as 
generated by experiments



We want to measure the 
effectiveness of audio ads.
• Because they interrupt the stream of music, we 

hope that their effects will be larger and more 
measurable than display ads.
• No previous audio-ad field experiments to date.
• Difficult to set up good A/B experiments.

� Lots of manual work in setting up experimental ad 
campaigns. Multiple ”lines” in each campaign.

� Advertiser may make last-minute changes that can 
easily destroy apples-to-apples comparison.

� Failure rate >50% in our manual experiments.
� Difficult to get advertiser outcome data.



Solution: Eat our own dogfood.

• Measure effectiveness of Pandora’s own ads 
designed to promote ad-free subscriptions.
• We have all outcome data available, because 

Pandora listeners are always logged in.
• While waiting for new automated experimental 

system to be built, we improve our experimental 
design and analysis by practicing on ourselves.
• Additional benefit: improve measurement in order 

to improve marketing decisions.



Measurement questions:

• How many incremental purchases can we measure 
in an experiment with a control group?
• How does an attribution model widely used in 

industry compare with the results of an 
experiment?
• How long-lasting are the effects of audio ads?



We vary two dimensions of 
advertising strategy: 2x2 + control

No display ads With display ads

Voice narration NV (10%) DV (10%)

Voice + sound design NS (10%) DS (10%)

• Control (C): Little Kids Rock ad (10%)

• Experiment includes 50% of all Pandora listeners.
• Ad campaigns booked with identical parameters:

• Targeting
• Number of impressions
• Frequency caps



Experiment took four weeks, in two 
phases:
• Phase 1 (March 10-23, 2017): We failed to book 

placebo ads to the control group.
� 43 million audio impressions per treatment group (4)

� 30 million display impressions per treatment group (2)
� 5.5 million “welcome interstitial” impressions per 

treatment group (2)

• Phase 2 (March 24-April 3): We booked placebo 
ads to the control group (more statistical power)
� 21 million audio impressions per treatment group (5)

• Outcome: subscription trial starts



Randomization check: ad impressions 
and pre-treatment listening identical 
across those treated in our 5 groups.



Results: Audio ads work!
Treatment 
group

Exposed 
listeners

Trial 
subscriptions

Incremental 
trials

Conversion 
rate

Treatment 
effect

DS 3,450,672 13063 5221 0.379% 0.152% ±
0.008%

NS 3,458,902 13001 5159 0.376% 0.149% ±
0.008%

DV 3,485,462 11900 4058 0.341% 0.114% ±
0.008%

NV 3,463,030 11808 3966 0.341% 0.114% ±
0.008%

Control 3,453,353 7842 - 0.227%

• Simple voice audio ads increase conversions by 49%
• Sound-design audio ads increase conversion by 65%
• Display ads add little to the effect of the audio ads.
• These results measured during the final 11 days (with placebo ads)



Audio ads much more effective than 
our marketing team concluded from 
last-touch attribution.
• Last-touch attribution: If a conversion occurs within 

20 minutes of a listener having been exposed to an 
ad, then the ad must have caused the conversion.

Treatment Incremental trials Attributed trials Ratio

NV 3966 1236 3.2x

DV 4058 1500 2.7x

NS 5159 1444 3.6x

DS 5221 1778 2.9x

Control 0 206 N/A



Attribution models usually 
overestimate effects of display ads, 
but underestimate effects of audio.
• Display (Yahoo, Google): Often people were going to 

purchase anyway, and use the ad as a useful navigation 
tool. Incorrectly attribute positive causal effects.
� Think well-known brands like eBay.

• Audio (Pandora): Listeners often listen while walking or 
driving or working. They hear the ad, but do not click.  
Response may well take more than 10 minutes.
• Note that last-touch attribution shows 206 Pandora Plus 

conversions attributed to Little Kids Rock placebo ads.



Audio ads have long-lasting effects.

Time series of treatment effects during and after the campaign:

• We see continued positive treatment effects for three weeks after the 
campaign ends.

• Johnson, Lewis, and Nubbemeyer (2017) results for Google Display 
Network: ~25% of impact during 3 weeks post-campaign.



Conclusion: Audio ads produce 
significant commercial benefit.
• All treatment groups outperformed the control group by 

significant margins, with conversion lift between 49% 
and 65%. 
• Audio ads actually caused 3x as many incremental trial-

start conversions as we would have measured using the 
marketing team's usual attribution model. 
• Creatives with sound design produced 30% more 

incremental conversions than the narration-only audio 
creatives. 
• Approximately 25% of the incremental conversions take 

place in the 3 weeks after the 4-week campaign.
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